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**Abstract**

The achievement of students’ mathematics learning is strongly influenced by how the learning process takes place in the classroom. But, that is not the only factor that could affect learning achievement. This research aimed to describe the advantages of learning in three schools in Indonesia with highest score in TIMSS 2015 which exceed international standard score. Participants in this case study research were 3 teachers and 3 students from the three elementary schools, that are SD N Gunungsaren, SD N Kentungan, and SD N Semanu III in Yogyakarta Province, Indonesia. Data triangulation had been conducted to test the validity of data collected by observation, in-depth interviews, and documentation. Data analysis was carried out qualitatively by adapting the techniques developed by Miles, Huberman, and Saldana which consisted of condensation data, data presentation, and conclusions. From the result, it can be concluded that the process of mathematics learning in the three schools implemented by involving students actively in learning activities. Each school had advantage that support the implementation of learning activities. SD N Semanu III supported by the completeness of the facilities in schools in the form of projectors that teachers use well in learning. The success of student learning in SD N Kentungan supported by parents’ involvement which providing support and facilitate children’s learning. Meanwhile, the success of learning in SD N Gunungsaren supported by teacher creativity factors developed through teacher training activities that applied in classroom.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Mathematics needs to be learned because it is very useful when applied in everyday life. Mathematics not only deals with counting numbers, but also contains conceptual and procedural knowledge that examines how to understand and do things (Riedesel, Schwartz, & Clements, 1997). Lawrence (Chambers, 2008) states that what is learned in mathematics can be applied in art, science, finance, health, even in spare time. Skills gained by students from learning mathematics will be very useful to solve the daily problem or later in life. When students study mathematics in a context but can not apply it in different contexts, mathematics will not be of much use (Haylock & Thangata, 2007). In order to make mathematics useful, students must be able to understand it first then apply it in context.

Getting students to understand and to be able to apply mathematics subject matter becomes a challenge for teachers because students assume that mathematics is a difficult subject. Difficulties of students in absorbing mathematics lessons reached 88.57% in comparative and scale; distance, time, and speed; mixed operation; as well as measurement of area (Retnawati, Kartowagiran, Hadi, & Hidayati, 2011). This can be one of the reasons why the students' mathematics scores in Indonesia are still low, judged from the average outcome of national exam. The students' mathematics skills in...
Indonesia at the international level can also be seen from the TIMSS (Trend in International Mathematics and Science Study) results. From the latest TIMSS results in 2015, the mathematics achievement of fourth grades students in Indonesia gained an average score of 397, which is still far below the international average score of 500. The score puts Indonesia at the rank of 45 out of 50 participating countries. From the results of TIMSS 2015 also known that Indonesian students' mathematics skills at the stage of knowing is quite high up to 60% and decreased at a higher stage. These results illustrate that Indonesian students' mathematics achievement must continue to be improved.

There are five elementary schools in Yogyakarta Province, Indonesia that participated in TIMSS 2015. From these five schools, three schools gained high scores in numeracy and mathematics. The scores exceed the Indonesian average score, even international average scores. Here are the score results of the three schools.

Table 1. TIMSS 2015 Score Results of Three Schools in Indonesia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School</th>
<th>Numeracy Score</th>
<th>Math. Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SD N Gunung Saren</td>
<td>557</td>
<td>524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD N Kentungan</td>
<td>533</td>
<td>505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD N Semanu III</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>499</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The achievement scores of these three schools can indicate that the students’ mathematics ability is beyond average. The high mathematics achievement is certainly obtained from the results of learning that is implemented effectively. The implementation of effective mathematics learning depends on the teacher’s knowledge and use of learning material, the attention given by the teacher in working with the students, and the involvement of students with mathematical tasks (Kanold, Briars, & Fennel, 2012).

Although mathematics learning that takes place in the classroom is strongly influenced by the teacher, teachers are not the only influential factor in learning. National Research Council (2001) mentioned that the teaching of mathematics can be defined as product of the instructions among the teacher, the students, and the mathematics. It means that the effectivity of mathematics learning involves the components: teacher, students, and material. Sanjaya (2013) also mentioned that there are some factors could affect learning activities such as teachers, students, facilities and infrastructure, and the environment. Especially for elementary students, parental involvement in children's education will be very influential. Kanold, Briars, and Fennel (2012, p.116) stated, “Families are their children’s first teachers and are in prime position to have an important influence on their children’s academic development.” Parents can influence their children’s achievement through the value they communicate about education, effort, persistence, and responsibility. If the family, especially the parents cares about children's learning, parents will support to create a conducive situation at home for children to learn and facilitate the learning. This will make the child become motivated to learn and achieve better performance.

The three schools of research sites are not the most excellent schools in Indonesia, but in TIMSS 2015, these schools were able to achieve high scores beyond the international average. It is certainly interesting to investigate how teachers conduct mathematics learning activities to improve students' mathematical abilities, and whether there are factors that do support learning activities in these three schools. Through this research also, it is expected that the results obtained can contribute in improving the quality of mathematics learning.

METHOD

The research was a case study research. This research tried to describe the advantage of mathematics learning in three schools in Indonesia obtained high scores in numeracy and mathematical score in TIMSS 2015.

The participants of this research were three teachers (T1, T2, T3) and three students (S1, S2, S3) from three elementary schools in Yogyakarta Province, Indonesia that became participants in TIMSS 2015. The schools were chosen based on the result of TIMSS 2015 in numeracy and mathematical score that exceed the international average. These three schools are SD N Gunung Saren in Bantul, SD N Kentungan in Sleman, and SD N Semanu III in Gunungkidul. Each school is located in different district in Yogyakarta Province, Indonesia.

Data for this research was collected using observation, in-depth interviews, and documentation. Observation was used to describe the mathematics learning conducted at school, how the teacher design learning and assessment, and how the students interact. The observation was followed by in-depth interview to seek a deeper understanding about the implementation of learning. Documentation was used to support
data collection about lesson plan made by teachers, students’ task, and how teachers did the assessment.

Data obtained from the field were analyzed by adapting qualitative data analysis techniques developed by Miles, Huberman, and Saldana (2014). Data analysis techniques include data condensation, data presentation, and conclusions.

**FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION**

**Result**

From the observation, interview, and document analysis, the research result is then classified based on research location. The followings are the result of each school.

**SD N Semanu III in Gunungkidul District, Yogyakarta Province, Indonesia**

According to the learning standard, the learning process performed in Indonesian schools consists of three activities: opening, main, and closing activities. In SD N Semanu III, before the learning, the class is usually given the ‘literacy hour’ by reading non-material books or mathematics practices. In the opening activities, teacher and students run question and answer activity, and apperception presentation. The next activity is the main activity. Within the main activity, the teacher has left conventional teaching methods, namely lecturing. One of factual example is teacher using discovery learning method when teaching prime numbers. Teacher design the learning activity, in which students are encouraged to discover, and understand what prime numbers are. Besides, the teacher also uses cooperative learning. This method gives the students have and use the chances to independently study and arrange their own understanding about particular subject, instead of being dependent to teacher’s lecturing.

Student’s involvement obviously occurred and is well observed. The teacher makes effort to involve students in every learning process in order to promote students’ activeness in learning. Students also compete to answer any question given. This method has been applied daily, as seen from students’ courage of getting involved. Also, the students seem to show zero fear of making mistake in answering the questions.

In mathematics class, teacher gives assignments for students, both for individual and collective. The assignments consist of routine assignment and non-routine assignment, which are in the form of essay assignment. The routine assignment is designed to sharpen students’ basic fact skills and procedural skills. While, the non-routine assignment functions to increase students’ problem-solving skills. The following is one of the examples of essay assignment.

“Uncle Ben has a small field. The field is 10 m by 8 m. Uncle Ben wants to plant banana trees around the field. If one banana tree will be planted in every 2 m, then how many banana trees will he need?”

Other mathematical skills are also stimulated by the teacher. Critical thinking skill is stimulated in the classroom by giving each students independence to solve the assignment in any way each student feels comfortable. Critical thinking and reasoning skills are activated by asking them to back-up their answer for the assignment. For example, teacher asks “Is ‘4’ a prime number? Why? Why not?”

Class is closed by performing assessment. Teacher performs the assessment by giving written or spoken quiz to students about the materials. Teacher also score the assignment in both numerical score and feedback. Teacher marks the parts, which students need to improve. The feedback is designed to show the students of their level of understanding. Besides cognitive assignment, students’ attitude also assessed by daily observation, skill assessment, and students’ work assessment.

During the research, researcher found that there are several supporting factors of the learning process in SD N Semanu III. Compared to the other two schools, this school has more complete facilities. This school shows an appropriate way of optimizing school facilities for classroom learning, particularly with LCD projector. The school is well-equipped with LCD projector in every classroom, to ease teacher prepare the presentation. Teachers of this school require a very little effort to use the LCD projector.

The teachers themselves believe that LCD projectors have been very helpful in presenting classroom materials, especially subjects with abstract concepts. The 4th-grade students agree that LCD projector have helped them in understanding the materials. The teacher stated as follows:

“We have been using laptop and LCD projector for quite some time. It has become a primary need in teaching-learning process. Actually, it feels a little weird for me to teach..."
The teacher’s statement proves that school’s effort in providing Wi-fi has been very helpful for teachers to prepare their teaching presentation, and eventually lead to the better teaching-learning process. LCD projector helps teachers to present their subjects, and keep students entertained, as well.

SD N Kentungan in Sleman District, Yogyakarta Province, Indonesia

The learning process in SD N Kentungan is usually opened by teacher encouraging students to clap hands. The clapping is aimed to encourage students’ mood and be more focused. After the opening activity is done, teacher starts presenting apperception, explaining the overall materials and today’s goal of achievement. During the learning process, the teacher performs a student-centered learning process. Students are encouraged to actively get involved in the process. For example, during learning the material of angle, the teacher uses the contextual learning method, by using concrete objects around. Teachers encourage students to explore the space, take the objects they are interested to, and finally, measure the angles of the objects. Students clearly seem to be active in discovering the objects, such as clocks, desks, maps, windows, and etc.

In addition to employing contextual learning method, the teacher also uses cooperative learning method. By these cooperative learning methods, students are encouraged to be cooperative especially with their teammates. These learning method emphases the student-centered point of view, instead of teacher-centered point of view. The teacher commented:

“The plan is to give students group assignment, and group discussion so students will actively get involved, instead of the old-fashioned lecturing method. We have to ensure that any model employed in the classroom should encourage students’ involvement.” (T1)

Similar to SD N Semanu III, the teacher optimizes the usage of assignment. The teacher employs both routine assignment and non-routine assignment. To increase students’ basic logic skills, such as multiplication, the teacher uses listening assignment. While to increase students’ problem-solving skills, the teacher employs essay assignments.

During the closing activities, the teacher performs an evaluation. The assessment performed by the teacher of SD N Kentungan is comparably similar to that of SD N Semanu III teacher. The teacher performs assessment on attitude, knowledge, and skill. The teacher also gives scores, and feedback. The feedback is in the forms of numerical score, tick (v) marks, cross (x) marks, and little notes. Motivational speaking is also embedded. Teacher usually motivates students by saying

“Okay students, learning is better than getting a score. Those who get satisfying score, please be humble and grateful, and strive to stick up. Those who still feel dissatisfied with the score, please don’t get discouraged, as there are chances next times.” (T2)

Generally speaking, the learning process of SD N Semanu and SD N Kentungan are carried with little difference. Both teachers make efforts to get the students involved. However, the teacher of SD N Semanu have better time optimizing learning facilities, such as LCD projector, as SD N Kentungan has not yet installed LCD Projector in each classroom.

However, another factor seems to have a role in students’ learning success, which is parents’ involvement. Parents of SD N Kentungan seem to show high level of care of their children education. Several students admit that their parents help them in completing their homework. It is also common for parents to even ask teachers about their children’s assignment. Furthermore, parents also encourage their children to love literature. Some students admitted that they love reading and owns a number of book collection A student reported,

“My dad gave me four books for my birthday present, so I will read a lot.” (S1)

In addition to helping children with homework and encouraging book-loving habit, parents also show their involvement by providing internet service at home. The same student, also reported that internet is a great help in completing his/her homework. Other student seems to agree on this point.

Enrolling children in learning course is also a factual example of parents’ effort to ensure children’s learning. Several parents enroll their
children in either classical learning course, or private learning course. Students admitted,

“I have a private course at home” (S2).
“I joined two learning courses, Mathematics and English.” (S3).

From teacher point of view, the teacher intentionally designs a homework encouraging parents’ involvement. The teacher intentionally asks students to ask help from their parents in using the internet to complete their homework. Teacher’s effort to increase the parents’ involvement can also be observed from the existence of WhatsApp group of teacher and parents. This social media functions to share any school information and to encourage parents’ involvement.

SD N Gunungsaren in Bantul District, Yogyakarta Province, Indonesia

Similar to SD N Semanu III, classes in SD N Gunungsaren starts with ‘literacy hour’. This specific agenda is filled with reading non-material books, or mathematics quiz. The teacher bridges the ‘literacy hour’ and the learning process by singing and/ice breaking. Only after that, the teacher presents the materials and the goals of today’s class.

Much like to the other two previous schools, most of the learning processes of SDN Gunungsaren are performed under cooperative-learning method. As observed, the teacher almost always designs the learning process in a group discussion method, for examples in data analysis, angle, and thematic subjects. In every class, the teacher always involves students. One of the involvement examples is mentioning some objects related to the materials. Besides, students are always welcome and encouraged to optimize learning media available.

To increase students’ mathematical skill, the teacher of SD N Gunungsaren provides several assignments, both routine and non-routine. The assignment type is similar to the previous two schools’, as the teachers use the same book as source. Yet, the material presentation is different, to meet the need of each class condition.

For the learning assessment, the teacher of SD N Gunungsaren performs 3-aspect assessment: knowledge, attitude, and skill, similar to the teachers of SD N Semanu III and SD N Kentungan. However, there is a difference. The teacher of SD N Gunungsaren doesn’t only use observation technique, but also self-assessment technique. This technique employs a simple attitude scale to assess one’s own attitude, such as honesty, discipline, tolerance, cooperativeness, and religiousness. While to assess students’ skill, the teacher employs product assessment as well as peer-assessment. Student presentation plays role as sources of this peer-assessment technique. The teacher also gives feedback and/or motivation to the students. The motivation is given in written note, or in verbal manner, such as by speech, or even singing performance. One example of written feedback is “Keep it up, and focus more in understanding the questions”.

In terms of learning facilities, SD N Gunungsaren falls behind SD N Semanu III. While parents’ involvement in students’ learning seems to be on the lower side. However, this school gained the highest score of TIMSS 2015. In this very case, the most influential factor of successful learning of this school is teacher’s creativity, particularly in managing the class.

As stated above, the teacher employs ice breaking activity, rather heavily. Researcher finds that the teacher stops the class whenever students seem to be bored. The teacher usually asks them to stand up and sing. On one occasion, the teacher stated: “You seem bored. Let’s just sing first.” Also, the teacher makes use of ‘Concentration Clap’ to avoid boredom. This singing performance is aimed to attract students’ attention, to restore concentration, and even to mentally encourage students. Furthermore, the singing performance is embedded in learning process as a game to run the group discussion.

As an effort to improve teachers’ competence in teaching, teachers are usually sent to join any seminars and trainings. Those activities are fully supported by school and principal. During an interview, a teacher happens to mention about the role of a particular training center for teachers. Evidently, this particular training center has influenced teacher’s class management. The teacher stated that:

“I was the first one appointed by school to join the training. There were some teachers who joined it independently. During the training, we were taught how to manage the class, including fun class activities, such as singing performance” (T3).

Thus, highlight the very positive impact of the trainings to the teacher of 4th grader class of SD N Gunungsaren, in terms of class management, fun class activity, up to creativity. The teacher’s creativity has also been appreciated by
Education Department, with formal certificate, which eventually, encourage the teacher to continue his/her development.

Teacher’s creativity is also proved by his/her effort to create learning media. The teacher stated,

“I do create my own learning media: mathematics, and science. I even create water-powered rocket. I develop that idea from the book. And, I did win a water-powered rocket competition in my scout competition” (T3).

“I am in the process of writing. I hope I can publish it, someday.” (T3)

Discussion

How teachers conduct the learning process does have a great influence on students. As stated in the research result, the learning processes in those three schools are not teacher-centered, rather teacher-student-interactive. This kind of learning process ensures that students get the points of the materials, without overly limiting their participation. Ganyaupfu (2013) theorized that interactive learning process between teacher and student is the most effective one. Gurney (2007) stated that effective teacher-student interaction encourage a stimulating situation for students to learn well.

There are many innovative learning models that can be used by teachers in the learning process. Some of these learning models are problem based learning (Djidu & Jailani, 2017, 2018; Jailani, Sugiman, & Apino, 2017), creative problem solving (Apino & Retnawati, 2017), and project based learning (Anazifa & Djikri, 2017) enhances students’ thinking skills by presenting real problems. In addition, there are other learning models such as CTL (Laili, 2016), and inquiry learning (Widiastuti & Santosa, 2014) that have a positive effect on students’ achievement, curiosity, and reasoning skills. In the three schools where the study was conducted, the teachers use teaching method such as cooperative learning, CTL, or inquiry learning.

By those teaching method, teachers give the students opportunity to learn more. Teachers provide scaffolding to help students master new skills in mathematics. Teachers will give assistant to students before they can work by their own. This support given by teachers is believed can affect students’ self-concept that directly or indirectly increasing mathematics achievement (Murdiyani, 2013).

Innovative learning method is evidently proved to improve students’ achievement, compared to traditional method (Khursid & Anshari, 2012). Interactive learning process functions to avoid classroom boredom. While, various fun learning activities function as a key of effective learning process (Gurney, 2007).

By understanding that the learning process doesn’t only occur inside the classroom, wider learning condition plays roles in determining students’ learning success, as well. Based on the research, the three schools in which the research are performed show different supportive factors of students’ learning process. Those are 1) learning facilities, 2) parents involvement, 3) and teacher’s creativity.

SD N Semanu III seems to be the most well-equipped among the three schools. The facilities, particularly LCD projector, enable the teacher to perform the learning process very well. Each classroom is installed with LCD projector. While, learning facilities is a significant factor of students’ learning and academic achievement (Singh, Malik, Singh, 2016; Mushtaq & Khan, 2012; Odeh, Oguche, & Ivagher, 2015). The availability and the quality of the learning facility affect and improve students’ achievement (Limon, 2016; Suleman & Hussain, 2014).

Learning facilities must be provided by both schools and parents. Parents’ involvement in children’s learning, including their provision of facilities, is believed to have positive impact on children’s learning success. Parents are an important influence on their children’s learning (Hewitt & Tarrant, 2015, p.26). Parents’ involvement ranges from providing learning facilities at home, helping with homework, discussing children’s learning with teacher, to participating in any school-parent activities.

SD N Kentungan seems to show the highest rate of parents’ involvement. Statistically, parents of SD N Kentungan students belong to middle-upper economy class, which indirectly gives them opportunity to pay more attention to children’s learning. This can be seen from their willingness to provide books and internet service, and to enroll their children in learning centers. Altschul (2011) theorized that parents’ financial investment on children’s education significantly brings positive achievement of children’s learning achievement. Parents’ involvement in SD N Kentungan seems to be more apparent than the other two schools. Moreover, the teacher supports parents’ involvement by designing parent’s-involved homework. This seems to be effective strategy in encouraging parents’
involvement, as theorized by Thompson, Gillis, Fairman, & Mason (2014). He theorized that parents’ involvement is directly proportional to children’s learning achievement.

Students of SD N Kentungan admit that parents are helpful in lending hands in homework. Parents also seems eager to check their children’s assignment to both their own children and the teacher. Numerous researches have shown there is a significant and positive influence on parents’ involvement to children’s intelligence and achievement (Topor, Keane, Shelton, Calkins 2010; Jethro & Aina, 2012). While Harris & Goodall (2008) and Bailey, Silvern, Brabham, Ross. (2008) found that parents’ involvement at home is significantly more influential than parents’ involvement at school. Children whose parents are interactive to themselves and their schools show higher involvement and academic achievement (Mo & Singh, 2008).

However, teachers poses the most influential role in students’ learning process. Teacher is a specific profession with particular set of skills and competence. Teachers are expected and obliged to have not only wide knowledge, but also strong character and personality as a positive role model. Osguthorpe (2008) theorized that

“If there is a truism in education, it is that good teaching requires a teacher to be knowledgeable in content, skilled in method, and virtuous in disposition and character”.

Olaleye (2011) believed that there is a significant correlation between teacher’s characteristics and students’ academic achievement. Gender, teaching experience, qualification, interpersonal to students, and knowledge in content affect students’ academic achievement (Ibe et al., 2016). Teachers are obliged to perform a continuous self-development to withstand and overcome various challenges in education. Given every teacher is doing so, Indonesian education will achieve a great success in giving birth to talented and successful youth. Unfortunately, there are still many teachers in other schools who have difficulty in planning and implementing innovative learning models that can help students develop competencies in solving problems related to the real world (Retnawati, Djudu, Kartianom, Apino, & Anazifa, 2018).

According to the research, the most influential factor of teachers’ characteristics development in SD N Gunungsaren is the teacher training program. The creativity in learning process of SD N Gunungsaren teachers poses as the actual result of the stated teacher training program. The training program provides a great source of ideas, method applications, and techniques to be applied in their own classes. Baradaran, Khosravipour, Rafe, Moosavi, & Roozbahani (2015) theorized that teacher training program boosts students’ academic achievement. Similarly, Rahman, Jumani, Akhter, Chisthi, & Ajmal (2011) believed that teacher training program enable the class to achieve effective learning. Thus highlight the positive correlation between teacher training and students’ learning process.

CONCLUSION

The learning process of mathematics subject in SD N Gunungsaren, SD N Kentungan, and SD N Semanu III is conducted in a student-centered method, in which students are encouraged to actively get involved. However, each school possesses different strength. SD N Semanu III shows an advantage of LCD projector installment that used by the teacher optimally for learning. SD N Kentungan appears superior with parents’ involvement by providing support facilities. While, SD N Gunungsaren is backed up by creative teachers as the result of teacher training program. From this research result, the keywords of learning success are availability of school facilities, parents’ involvement, and teachers’ creativity. It is recommended to every school all over the world to pay attention to those three factors so that students’ mathematics achievement can be improved.
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